Echo State Neural Networks (ESN) were applied to forecast the realized variance time series of 19 major stock market indices. Symmetric ESN and asymmetric AESN models were constructed and compared with the benchmark realized variance models HAR and AHAR that approximate the long memory of the realized variance process with a heterogeneous auto-regression. The results show that asymmetric models generally outperform symmetric ones, indicating that a correlation between volatility and returns plays an important role for volatility forecasting. Additionally, models utilizing a logarithmic transformation of the time series achieved generally better results than models applied directly to the realized variance. Echo State Neural Networks outperformed HAR and AHAR models for several important indices (S&P500, DJIA and Nikkei indices), but on average they achieved slightly worse results than the AHAR model. Nevertheless, the results show that Echo State Neural Networks represent an easy-to-use and accurate tool for realized variance forecasting, whose performance may potentially be further improved with meta-parameter optimization.
Introduction
Forecasting the volatility of the stock market plays an important role in many areas of finance including risk management, portfolio construction, derivatives pricing and quantitative trading. Many different types of volatility models have been proposed in the literature. Among the most commonly used are ARCH and GARCH models, modelling volatility as a linear combination of squared past daily returns, and their extensions, utilizing effects such as long memory (FIGARCH model) or negative correlation between stock returns and their volatility (GJR-GARCH or EGARCH models) (see Bollerslev 2008 for a review).
Another popular class of volatility models, especially in the area of option pricing, are stochastic volatility models, modelling the underlying volatility of asset returns as a separate latent state process (Shephard, 2005) . These models include the logvariance model, the stochastic-volatility jump-diffusion class of models, or the Markov Switching Multifractal model (Calvet and Fisher, 2001 ). Over the past two decades, a new class of so-called realized volatility models emerged, utilizing power-variation estimators to estimate the underlying volatility of asset returns from high-frequency data. Multiple power-variation estimators of volatility have been proposed, including the realized variance (Andersen and Bollerslev, 1998) , the bi-power variation, which is robust to jumps, or the realized kernel estimator which is robust to microstructure noise of the high-frequency price process. Volatility estimated with such estimators can then be modelled with standard time series models such as ARIMA, or more commonly, the longmemory ARFIMA model (Pong et al., 2003) . A special place among these models holds the HAR model (Corsi, 2004) , which is easier to estimate than the ARFIMA model while at the same time successfully capturing the long-memory of the volatility process by using a heterogeneous auto-regression over the realized variances aggregated over different time periods. An asymmetric extension of the HAR model, called the AHAR model, captures in addition to that also the negative correlation between the stock returns and their volatility, by adding past stock market returns into the regression equation.
Finally, machine learning models have recently started to be adopted for realized volatility modelling and forecasting as well (McAleer and Medeiros, 2011, Vortelinos and Dimitrios, 2015) , in order to capture the possible nonlinear dependencies in the realized variance time series.
In our study, we apply Echo State Neural Networks (ESN) to forecast the realized variance of 19 stock market indices and we compare their performance with the performance of HAR and AHAR models used as benchmarks.
Echo State Neural Networks are a type of recurrent neural networks (RNN) developed for modelling of temporal phenomena, including the prediction of time series. Earlier recurrent neural networks such as the Elman neural networks (Elman, 1990) proved difficult to train efficiently with gradient based optimization algorithms due to the so-called vanishing gradient problem. To cope with this problem, other types of recurrent neural networks and training approaches have been proposed, including LSTM networks, Evolino neural networks and Echo State Networks (Jaeger and Haas, 2004) .
The vanishing gradient problem obstructs training of the recurrent part of neural networks, preventing them from learning long-range dependencies in time series. Echo State Neural Networks solve the vanishing gradient problem by not training the recurrent part of the neural network, but instead randomly generating a large recurrent layer, called reservoir, and then training only the readout from the reservoir, typically with a simple penalized linear regression (Ridge regression or Lasso regression).
In spite of the simplicity of this approach, Echo State Neural Networks upon their introduction significantly outperformed standard recurrent neural networks in a wide variety of benchmark tasks, especially regarding the prediction of univariate chaotic time series such as the Mackey-Glass oscillator. They proved to be very efficient also in a wide variety of empirical applications, including wind speed forecasting and financial time series prediction (Lukoševičius and Jaeger, 2009 ).
In spite of these successes, there seems to be no previous study (to the knowledge of the author) that would apply Echo State Networks to the issue of realized variance forecasting, which is why the given topic was chosen for this paper. The rationale is that unlike the HAR model, ESN may be able to capture not only the long memory, but also the nonlinear relationships in the realized variance time series, while at the same time being far easier to train than other types of RNN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the section two, realized variance and the HAR model are explained. The third section introduces Echo State Neural networks and in the section four are presented results of the empirical study.
Realized Variance and the HAR Model
Let us assume that the logarithmic price of an asset follows a generally defined Stochastic-Volatility Jump-Diffusion process expressed as:
where p(t) is the logarithm of the price, μ(t) is the instantaneous drift rate, σ(t) is the instantaneous volatility, dW(t) is a differential of the Wiener process, j(t) is a process determining the size of the price jumps and dq(t) is a differential of the counting process determining the times of jump occurrences.
The total variability of the price process over a period between t-1 and t can then be expressed with its quadratic variation as follows:
and I(.) is the indicator function. The first term in the equation corresponds to the integrated variance, representing the continuous component of the price variability, while the second term corresponds to the jump variance, representing the discontinuous component of the price variability. Fičura, M.: Forecasting Stock Market Realized Variance with Echo State Neural Networks. 148 As the quadratic variation is an unobservable quantity of the price process, it has to be estimated. Squared daily returns provide an unbiased estimate of the underlying quadratic variation but they are plagued by a large degree of noise. Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) proposed a much more accurate estimator of the underlying quadratic variation based on the asymptotic theory of power variations and intraday data. The estimator is called realized variance and it can be calculated as the sum of squared high-frequency returns over the given day.
Formally, if we denote r(t,Δ) as the logarithmic return between t -Δ and t, we can define the realized variance as follows:
And it holds that
Although the realized variance may be plagued by high-frequency microstructure noise and thus provide biased estimates of the quadratic variation on certain occasions (especially if we move to the ultra-high frequencies), it will be used as the variance measure to be predicted in the rest of the study.
In applications, the realized variance is commonly viewed as a de-facto observable measure of the underlying market volatility, which can be used to construct future volatility forecasts using any standardly adopted time series model. Among the plethora of different models, the HAR model (proposed by Corsi 2004) has become the industry standard due to its easy estimation (via simple linear regression) coupled with its ability to approximate the long memory of the volatility process.
HAR stands for a Heterogeneous Autoregressive Model and it predicts the future market volatility (daily realized variance) based on a linear regression on the realized variance calculated over the past day, week and month. The model can be expressed as follows:
with RV(t) denoting the realized variances at time t (with indices d, w and m, corresponding to the aggregation over the past day, week and month), ε(t) is a Gaussian white noise and betas are parameters of the model.
In order to reflect the negative correlation between the stock market returns and their volatility (the so-called leverage effect), the HAR model can be extended into the so-called AHAR model (Asymmetric HAR). The AHAR model is defined as:
with Ret(t) corresponding to the past asset price returns over the last day, week and month (indices d, w and m) and gammas to the parameters associated with these returns. Other variables remain the same as in equation (4).
While HAR and AHAR models are able to approximate the long memory of the volatility process, they are basically linear models in a sense that they calculate their volatility forecasts based on a linear combination of the past daily, weekly and monthly volatility (and respectively also the returns in the case of the AHAR model).
As the realized variance process may contain non-linear dependencies, we propose to use Echo State Neural Networks for its prediction which, as universal function approximators, have the potential to capture any non-linear relationships between the past realized variances and the future ones. The standard Echo State Neural Network model can be expressed with the following 3 equations:
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and penalization of the ridge regression used for the estimation of W Out ) may further be optimized. However, this will not be performed in our study due to the relatively short length of the time series that are further plagued by extreme events such as the financial crisis, potentially leading to an overfitting of the data should the meta-optimization be carried out. The model is applied in a symmetric (ESN) and asymmetric (AESN) versions. In the symmetric version, the realized variance RV(t-1) is the only explanatory variable X t of the model and the realized variance RV(t) is the target variable y t . In the asymmetric version (AESN), analogically to the AHAR model, the return Rev(t-1) is added to X t as an additional explanatory variable. Unlike HAR and AHAR models, only the realized variances and returns at t-1 are used (i.e. only daily variances and returns), as the model should be able to capture the long memory of the realized variance by itself, so it is not necessary to include past weekly and monthly realized variances as additional inputs.
Results and Discussion
All of the models (HAR, AHAR, ESN and AESN) were applied to 19 stock market indices realized variance time series downloaded from the Oxford Man Institute realized volatility library. The dataset contains daily realized variances and daily returns of the stock market indices over the period of 4,274 days, ranging from January 3, 2000 to May 11, 2016. The realized variances were computed using 5-minute high-frequency returns.
For testing of the models, the first 3,000 days were set as the in-sample period (ranging from January 3, 2000 to June 29, 2011), to estimate the model parameters and the last 1,274 days as the out-sample period (ranging from June 30, 2011 to May 11, 2016 , to evaluate their predictive power, based on the R-Squared criterion. All the models were implemented using the Matlab software.
In addition to the direct application of the models to the realized variances, they were further applied to the log-transformed realized variances and to the square roots of the realized variances (i.e. to the realized standard deviations). These transformations are sometimes performed so that the models' residuals correspond more closely to the normal distribution assumed by the linear regression and thus increase the model performance. The final R-Squared values were in all the cases (including transformations) calculated for the one period ahead predictions of the realized variance so that the results are comparable across the models. Figure 1 shows the realized variance time series for the stock index S&P 500 and the time series of logarithmic and square root transformations of the realized variance.
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From the results it is apparent that asymmetric models (AHAR and AESN) provide on average more accurate volatility forecasts than symmetric models, indicating that the correlation between volatility and returns plays an important role in stock market volatility forecasting.
We can also see that the best results were on average achieved for the logarithmic transformation of the realized variance time series, which exhibits a closer to normal distribution than the original realized variance time series or the square root transformation.
The proposed neural network based AESN model outperformed the AHAR model on some of the time series, most importantly on the S&P 500 stock index, the DJIA index and the Nikkei 225 index. Nevertheless, when an average R-Squared value for all of the time series is calculated, we can see that the benchmark AHAR model slightly outperformed the AESN model. This indicates that nonlinearities in the realized variance time series may not be large enough in order to exploit the advantages of neural networks for modelling of their behaviour.
Nevertheless, Echo State Neural Network models proved to be a viable alternative for realized variance modelling, achieving a competitive performance with the industry benchmark HAR and AHAR models, despite the fact that they used only the last day realized variance (and return in the case of the AESN model) as the predictor, indicating that they were able to partially approximate the long memory dynamics of the volatility process with their recurrent layer. Figure 2 shows development of the realized standard deviation of the S&P500 index and its 1-day leading forecasts constructed with AHAR and AESN models for illustration. Realized standard deviation is used in the figure instead of the realized variance as differences between the series are more visible for this transformation. The out-sample period starts at the 3,000th day of the series. 
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Conclusion
Echo State Neural Network model (ESN) and Asymmetric Echo State Neural Network model (AESN) were adopted to forecast the realized variance of 19 major stock market indices. The results indicate that Echo State Neural Networks provide a promising alternative to the commonly used HAR and AHAR models of realized volatility, with the AESN model achieving similar performance to the AHAR model. The fact that the nonlinear AESN model did not significantly outperform the AHAR model points towards the possible lack of complex nonlinear relationships in the realized variance time series. Nevertheless, the close average performance of the two models indicates that potential improvements of ESN and AESN models may outperform HAR and AHAR models, currently adopted as industry benchmarks. The presented study also did not apply any optimization to the meta-parameters of the neural networks, which may possibly increase the performance of Echo State models even further. The conclusion is that Echo State Neural Networks represent a promising new method for realized volatility modelling.
